Political Heads and Chief Executives must get abreast with Tenders Works for Accountability and Transparency – DG, BPP

Mamman Ahmadu, the Director General, Bureau of Public Procurement (BPP), has urged all political heads and Chief Executive Officers to get abreast with tenders work for accountability and transparency.

The DG made this known when the Director General, National Centre for Diseases Control (NCDC), Dr. Ifedayo M.O Adetifa paid him a courtesy visit on Monday 31 January 2022.

Mamman Ahmadu encouraged the new DG to train and retrain his procurement officers, as being acquainted with the procurement process will add value to the service. He pointed out that, the BPP is open for consultations and trainings.

He welcomed collaboration with NCDC to give Nigerians the best it deserves in the areas of public procurement and disease control.

Earlier, the DG, NCDC said, his coming was informed by the fact that, there was need to acquaint himself with the Bureau and to seek for areas of collaboration for better service to the nation.

In another development, the DG, BPP has promised to collaborate with the Office of the Registrar, Environmental Health Officers Registration Council of Nigeria (EHORECON), for better environmental health service delivery.

Reacting to the request made by the Registrar, EHORECON, Dr. Baba Yakubu Mohammed to collaborate and sanitize the Health services. The DG BPP advised that, for any company to bid for such
services, terms and requirements must be spelt out, while due process followed. Earlier, the Registrar EHORECON, said, his Office is seeking for collaboration with the Bureau to enable it get companies that will carry out quality sanitisation services throughout the country.
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Left: Director-General, Nigeria Centre for Disease Control, NCDC, Dr. Ifedayo M. Adetifa signing the Bureau's visitors register while DG, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS, right looks on.

DG, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS, being presented with some copies of publications by the DG, Nigerian Centre for Disease Control, NCDC, Dr. Ifedayo M. Adetifa.
R-L: Director, Administration, BPP, Mr. Babagana Bukar, DG, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS his NCDC counterpart, Dr. Ifedayo M.O Adetifa, Director, Compliance, Certification and Monitoring, Engr. Ishaq Yahaya, FNSE and a Procurement officer from NCDC.

L-R: Director General, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS looks on while the Registrar/CEO, EHORECON, Dr. Yakubu Baba Mohammed, signs the Bureau’s register.

DG, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS and the Registrar/CEO, Environmental Health Registration Council of Nigeria, Dr. Yakubu Baba M. and some BPP Mgt. staff & EHORECON staff in a group photograph.